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Conquer Oceans and Lands With Haypi Adventure: Kingdom of Glory 1.4.1
Published on 05/06/15
Haypi Co., Ltd. today announces Haypi Adventure: Kingdom of Glory 1.4.1, a new update of
their super entertaining iOS game. Haypi Adventure: Kingdom of Glory is a war strategic
MMO based on the Age of Discovery. It offers an amazing journey through oceans and lands.
The animations and sounds are extremely realistic. The developer Haypi has just released a
new update of this super entertaining iOS game. Version 1.4.1 offers further improvements
that make the gameplay even more fun.
Shanghai, China - Haypi Adventure? Kingdom of Glory is a war strategic MMO based on the
Age of Discovery. It offers an amazing journey through oceans and lands. The animations
and sounds are extremely realistic. The developer Haypi has just released a new update of
this super entertaining iOS game. Version 1.4.1 offers further improvements that make the
gameplay even more fun.
Haypi Adventure features vividly animated ships, facilities and technologies, as well as
lots of multiplayer interaction. The game has an alliance feature, which allows players
from all over the world to combine their powers and rule the world together as a team. In
the new version 1.4.1 alliances can now compete with each other, in order to find out
which team is the best. The Alliance Tourney system has been introduced to the game. The
leaders will be awarded with honors and powerful crystals, including the most precious and
rarest Citrines! The Crystal cellar interface has been optimized in the new version.
T
legend that crystals can change the outcome of battles.
In Haypi Adventure 1.4.1, Lords can choose among many layouts! Players can switch between
layouts anytime they wish. This new features make the game more exciting. Layouts can be
selected for Furbish Territory, too! The general optimizations to the gameplay of Haypi
Adventure include better display functions.
Haypi Adventure: Kingdom of Glory can turn any enthusiast into a World Explorer. Just at
t
d
the excitement of being a leader in the Age of Discovery.
Haypi Adventure: Kingdom of Glory 1.4.1:
http://www.haypi.com/adventure/index.htm
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/haypi-adventure-kingdom-glory/id807333394
Screenshot 1:
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple/v4/9c/c0/e8/9cc0e811-32ee-92fc-122bfd5601efbdb9/screen568x568.jpeg
Screenshot 2:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple4/v4/36/c0/57/36c057c0-cdafcbf9-022a-6f33aade7713/screen568x568.jpeg
Screenshot 3:
http://a3.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple2/v4/42/3a/ec/423aec9aa2e0-499e-80f9-af5494f9eeb4/screen568x568.jpeg
App Icon:
http://a3.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple/v4/ca/85/86/ca858667-4e00-7271-0456-3ad6b7563090/mz
l.pqlgogwt.175x175-75.jpg
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Haypi Co., Ltd. is a private company founded in 2008 and based in China. Haypi is the
creator of Haypi Kingdom, Haypi Dragon and Haypi Monster, three popular MMORPGs
downloaded
over several million times by players from around the world. Copyright (C) 2015 Haypi Inc.
All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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